American University Neighborhood Partnership
Student Life and Safety Working Group Summary
May 9th, 2023

Key Discussion Points:
- Welcome, review agenda and introductions
- Discussion of Pub Possibilities on AU’s Campus
- Review Student Conduct Statistics (Dec. 22 – May 23)
- University Drive Gate Access
- Review Process for Postcards Mailings for Neighbors and Eagle Living Guide
- Closing Comments
- Adjourn

Summary: After a welcome by the co-chairs, the group welcomed Bronte Burleigh Jones, CFO for American University, for the first discussion on possibly bringing a pub or bar to AU’s campus for students. She pledged to take this conversation back to other key stakeholders within the University and follow up later in the year. Next, Jeff Brown and Justin Bernstine reported on the current student conduct statistics since December 2022, taking questions from neighbors. Following that, Phil Morse gave a brief update on University Drive gate access for nearby neighbors before Cory Peterson closed out the meeting by reviewing the process for submitting feedback on AU’s postcards and the Eagle Living Guide.